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RotoBed®



The RotoBed® is the perfect solution for people who 

struggle to get in and out of bed. The intuitive remote control 

requires just a single button press 

to transition between sleep position 

and chair position. The RotoBed also 

has full profiling functions allowing 

you to adjust the backrest, leg rest 

and overall bed height.

Once elevated to chair position, the 

bed rotates perpendicularly towards the room 

to allow exiting or transfer. You can even set and store your favourite settings for exit height 

and backrest inclination so that the exit position can be optimised for each individual user. 
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RotoBed®

Our Rotobed Start 
Package includes

RotoBed® with 
SafeSleep 

4-layer mattress

Cotton Sateen 
Sheet Set 

(incl. main & foot part)

Short Metal Rails

Long Metal Rails
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Short Metal 
Bedrail fits head 
end to provide 
support with 
transfers in bed

Round Table Top made of 
oak laminate 

30cm diameter 
Height adjustable and 

swivels

Lifting Pole with 
handle. Can be placed 
either left or right side 

of bed - fits into built-in 
holders on bed

Long Bedrail can be supplied in metal 
or oak laminate finish. 
Support when getting in and out of bed.

The RotoBed® is produced in Denmark 

with a focus on sustainability and long-term 

reusable materials. The bed’s designer 

(award-winning Scandinavian furniture 

designer, Hans Sandgren Jakobsen) 

believes good design contributes to quality 

of life and he emphasises a focus on 

innovation, aesthetics and functionality.

His goal is to provide a care bed that 

positively effects the user’s quality of life 

while at the same time appearing like 

home-made furniture.

The rotation mechanics of the RotoBed® 

are pleasantly quiet and the actual rotation 

action is suitably smooth and comfortable 

for the user.

The bed is easily and intuitively controlled 

using the simple handheld remote control.

Individuals are subsequently capable of 

increased levels of independent mobility 

which in turn reduces the workload on staff 

or relatives.

Minimum bed height of 32cm 
reduces falls risk

Exit height & position can be 
adjusted to optimally suit each 
individual

Maximum bed height of 82cm 
allows carers and relatives to 
work safely and comfortably



Technical Specifications
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RotoBed® Single Size

Width 96cm

Mattress Width 85cm

Length 228cm

Mattress Length 205cm

Overall Width necessary 
to accommodate rotation 130cm

Platform Height Range 32cm - 82cm

Maximum User Weight 190kg

Overall Product Weight 165kg

Safe Working Load 225kg

RotoBed® is CE approved and meets the latest 
European standards and requirements for care beds. 

International Standard IEC 60601-2-52.

Beds withstand cleaning. 
Approved according to standard IPX6W.

Motors and control box developed in cooperation with Linak.


